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Summary
This paper is intended to help fill a gap in the conversation about Irish agriculture: it examines
how the broader economic context affects agriculture, and how certain upstream economic
changes could be beneficial for agriculture in the future.
In order to meet the terms of the Paris Agreement, the Irish Climate Action and Low Carbon
Development (Amendment) Act 2021, and the reformed Common Agricultural Policy’s
environmental objectives, the paper asserts that there is a need for much stronger and more easily
enforceable environmental regulations, including the imposition of ‘upstream’ caps on the supply
of fossil fuels and fossil-fuel-derived inputs, and strengthened biodiversity protection laws.
The paper argues that it will be considerably easier for the economy to successfully adapt to these
strengthened regulations if economic objectives are reoriented away from GDP growth as an end
in itself, and towards human and ecological wellbeing. In addition to a change in focus and vision
at the EU governance level, it proposes several measures that could potentially ease the current
expansionist pressure within the economy, making it more flexible and resilient and better able to
meet societal needs within ecological constraints.
The paper explores the possible effects of these cross-sectoral measures on the economy as a
whole, and on the Irish agricultural sector. It discusses and recommends:
• The introduction of a Universal Basic Income of €250 per week for all adult residents of Ireland,
along with a strengthened ‘social wage’ including improved social services
• Reforms in taxation policy, including the introduction of a Site Value Tax on built property in
order to curb speculation on property values and rent inflation, and enable a reduction of taxes
on labour
• Systemic interventions on debt at the Eurozone level to help to stabilise the value of overcommodified assets, including housing
• At the Irish State level, interventions on unsustainable debt, including some farm business debt,
through debt restructuring and place-based debt-for-equity swaps, using a governance
framework that guarantees that farmland will be preserved as farmland in perpetuity and is
affordable for farmers to lease
• An expansion of derelict housing restoration and retrofitting programmes in rural areas of
Ireland to provide affordable and social housing
• The provision of stakeholder banking, such as mutual and public banking, along with
Community Wealth Building procurement policies
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Introduction: underlying political and economic dynamics
in Irish agriculture
A core assumption that is often made by policymakers, in Ireland and elsewhere, is that if
economic production - including agricultural production - does not expand in the aggregate, then
the ability of workers in all sectors, including farmers, to make a living will be compromised.
We can see this assumption embedded, for example, in Article 39 of the Treaty for the
Functioning of the European Union, which lists as the first two objectives of the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP):
(a) to increase agricultural productivity by promoting technical progress and by ensuring the
rational development of agricultural production and the optimum utilisation of the factors of
production, in particular labour;
(b) thus to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community, in particular by increasing
the individual earnings of persons engaged in agriculture [my emphasis]
Objective (a) requires, by definition, that an expansionist approach be taken in agriculture1. As
implied above, many aspects of EU economic policymaking currently emphasise economic
expansion as a goal2, and we also see it integrated into the recommendations of influential
international bodies such as the OECD, IMF, and (despite its more labour-oriented perspective)
the ILO, as well as Irish regulatory and advisory bodies.
This official emphasis on expansionism is currently being reinforced by economic dynamics.
According to a 2019 factsheet by the Agricultural and Rural Development division of the
European Commission,
‘Irish farmers' share in the value chain declined from just under 19.7% in 2008 to just under 18.1%
in 2016 - below the long-term EU average of roughly 25%. Ireland's food and drink manufacturers
account for the largest share and this share has been growing between 2008 and 2015.’
As farmer and Talamh Beo core group member Fergal Anderson points out, ‘farmers supplying
wholesale markets will always tend towards increased production when prices [for their products]
are low.’3 Clearly, the relatively low share of value capture by farmers is contributing to the
pressure to increase productivity on farms.

Agricultural productivism has been described as 'a commitment to an intensive, industrially-based and expansionist
agriculture with state support based primarily on output and increased productivity’: see Lowe, P., J. Murdoch, T.
Marsden, R. Munton, and A. Flynn, ’Regulating the new rural space: The uneven development of land’. Journal of Rural
Studies 9 (3): 205–222, 1993
1

Achieving economic growth is listed as one of the EU’s main tasks in both the Treaty for the European Union and the
Treaty for the Functioning of the European Union.
2

3

Email to author, March 1 2022
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Environmental and resource-related problems with expansionism
The IPCC’s latest report (as of April 2022) warned that “limiting [global] warming to around 2°C…
requires global greenhouse gas emissions to peak before 2025 at the latest, and be reduced by a
quarter by 2030”. This is obviously an extremely short time-frame in which to begin the vital task
of substantially reducing emissions. Similarly urgent warnings and calls for action have recently
been made about biodiversity, while other planetary boundaries whose protection is necessary to
human survival are also being transgressed.
With regard to climate, some analysts maintain that it is possible to decouple global economic
growth from greenhouse gas emissions in absolute, aggregate terms, thus making it feasible for
material production to expand infinitely without damaging the climate, and that this drive to
decouple should form a key part of the climate response4. However, the IPCC report also
commented (P 2-40) that ‘even if all countries decouple [GDP] growth from greenhouse gas
emissions in absolute terms this might still not be sufficient and thus can only serve as one of the
indicators and steps toward fully decarbonizing the economy and society.”
Moreover, a substantial body of research over the past few decades has challenged the
assumption that such absolute decoupling is actually possible in the aggregate5. The European
Environmental Agency stated in a January 2021 briefing:
‘It is unlikely that a long-lasting, absolute decoupling of economic growth from environmental
pressures and impacts can be achieved at the global scale; therefore, societies need to rethink
what is meant by growth and progress and their meaning for global sustainability.’
A 2021 article in Nature Communications on climate change mitigation pathways found that
“..degrowth scenarios [that allow for aggregate economic contraction] minimize many key risks for
feasibility and sustainability compared to technology-driven pathways, such as ..reliance on high
energy-GDP decoupling, large-scale carbon dioxide removal and large-scale and high-speed
renewable energy transformation….[These degrowth scenarios] should be thoroughly
considered.”
With regard to agriculture in particular, the April 2021 joint Irish Environmental Pillar/SWAN/SCC
working paper “Towards a New Agricultural and Food Policy for Ireland" stated that “current
policies that prioritise a productivist model of agriculture...lock farmers into an unsustainable
commodity-driven food production system.”
Even if there was no environmental crisis, the need to build resilience and hedge against risk
makes it highly advisable that the economy in general, including agriculture, become less reliant
on fossil fuels. For example, the spike in the fertiliser6 price that we are experiencing at the time of
See for example https://www.unep.org/resources/report/decoupling-natural-resource-use-and-environmental-impactseconomic-growth and https://www.oecd.org/env/indicators-modelling-outlooks/1933638.pdf
4

See for example https://eeb.org/library/decoupling-debunked/ and Helmut Haberl et al 2020 Environ. Res. Lett. 15
065003: https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/ab842a
5

6

Natural gas is a key input to fertiliser production.
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writing, triggered by geopolitical instability, has triggered disruption to supply chains for higherinput, expansionist forms of agriculture and could well lead to food shortages in some parts of the
world. The FAO stated in a March 2022 report on the risks relating to the Russian-Ukraine war
“Worryingly, the resulting global supply gap could raise international food and feed prices by 8 to
22 percent above their already elevated baseline levels… If the conflict keeps crude oil prices at
high levels and prolongs the two countries’ reduced global export participation beyond the
2022/23 season, a considerable supply gap would remain in global grain and sunflower seed
markets, even as alternative producing countries expand their output in response to the higher
output prices. This would keep international prices elevated well above baseline levels.”
The social and economic effects triggered by this type of supply chain disruption could be
catastrophic if steps are not taken to increase resilience in agriculture (along with other economic
sectors). In Ireland there could be mass bankruptcies of smaller or more indebted farms, leading
to a decrease in the number of family farms, increased unemployment and exacerbated poverty,
and a decline in rural vitality.

Social problems with expansionism
To the serious environmental and resource-related concerns associated with expansionism we can
add some social concerns. Empirical evidence on a global level indicates that an increase in
agricultural productivity (where this increase derives from a high use of fossil-fuel-derived inputs)
tends to lead to a decrease in the number of people working as farmers7. This ties in with the
broader phenomena of inequality in agriculture and rural decline, both in Ireland and elsewhere.
As Seán McCabe wrote in an article on the Think-tank for Action on Social Change (TASC) website
in 2019,
’while agriculture is the most unequal sector in the Irish economy in terms of income, recent
studies have shown that, globally, openness to trade leads to significant income inequality for
farmers…suggesting that the current globalised food system is contributing to increasing global
inequality.’
High levels of inequality do not correlate well with societal health and wellbeing. Wide-ranging
research indicates that ‘for each of eleven different health and social problems: physical health,
mental health, drug abuse, education, imprisonment, obesity, social mobility, trust and community
life, violence, teenage pregnancies, and child well-being, outcomes are significantly worse in
more unequal rich countries’.
The emphasis on economic expansion in the wider economy also compromises the ability of nonfarmers to contribute as consumers to the green and just transition in agriculture (along with other
sectors), because it subjects workers in many sectors to severe time pressure - which has both
social and environmental effects. The European Environmental Bureau states (p30) in its 2020
paper “Beyond the Jobs and Growth Treadmill”:

It should be noted that the labour force on Irish farms has actually remained fairly constant in recent years (with EU
CAP direct payments playing a role here). However, the average age of Irish farmers is relatively high compared to other
sectors, raising concerns about generational renewal: https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-syi/psyi2018/
agri/farmsandfarmers/
7
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‘‘Eco-friendly activities or low-impact consumption practices, such as cooking at home or going
to a Community Supported Agriculture farm to harvest your own vegetables, usually require more
time that most workers simply do not have.”
The Think-tank for Action on Social Change (TASC) 2020 report ‘A People’s Transition’ stated
“A holistic approach to addressing the extractive system…would look to intervene on the side of
both the producer and consumer. For the consumer, policies like the four-day work week and the
implementation of a living wage would go some way towards enabling people to shop locally or
afford a fairer price for produce than those offered in supermarkets.”

Additional risks to Irish agriculture at present
A 2022 report on risks to Irish agriculture by Nevin Research Institute intern Aoife Murphy
describes many of the environmental and social concerns mentioned above and adds some
others as well, including a lack of financial security with 62% of farmers having no private pension
at present, long working hours (22.6 per cent of agricultural, forestry, and fisheries sector workers
work as much as 70 hours or more weekly, which is far more than the national average8), and a
high rate of accidents and fatalities in agriculture compared to workers in the overall economy.
The report also notes that at present, the age profile of Irish farmers is high compared to the
overall population. Indeed, the need to ensure that sufficient numbers of young people are
encouraged to go into farming has been one of the key objectives of the CAP since 19929.
While the report does not make an explicit link between expansionism and these risks, it seems
likely that at least some of them are exacerbated by expansionism. For example, farmers would
probably not feel obliged to work long hours and to postpone their retirement for financial
reasons (sometimes indefinitely) if they were not under pressure to expand their production, or at
the very least, to maintain uncomfortably high levels of production. There is also likely, in turn, to
be a link between long working hours and the high accident rate in agriculture, with fatigue,
overwork and stress causing misjudgements and errors.

Getting beyond expansionism
But is there any alternative? Is it possible to identify ways in which economic policy could
deemphasise expansionism, while simultaneously ensuring a fair standard of living and a decent
quality of life for all workers, including those in the agricultural sector?
This paper will describe several broadly-focussed economic measures which could potentially help
to enable this shift in focus while also meeting societal needs.

8

The figures quoted are from 2015, but it is unlikely that average working hours have dramatically expanded since then.

9

In its 2023-2027 latest round of reforms it is described as ‘generational renewal’.
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Economic assumptions
The paper is influenced by the field of ecological economics (or biophysical economics). In
ecological economics, the economy is assumed to be embedded in the wider environment and
completely dependent on it in order to function.
Ecological economics does not assume that external environmental costs can always be accurately
priced into the economy. That is to say, it assumes that some important environmental risks can
only be adequately addressed via direct and enforceable regulations, rather than through reliance
on market-based measures to attempt to price in externalities. Pricing can play a useful role in
some circumstances, but is not a sufficient condition for achieving adequate environmental
protection, as it cannot guarantee a substantial enough reduction in resource extraction and use
within the short timeframe needed10.
A 2020 paper by ecological economist Beatriz Rodriguez-Labajos on biodiversity policy beyond
economic growth states
“The establishment—via multilevel governance—of absolute caps on the amount of resources
embedded in imported goods and services is crucial…caps could be complemented by specific
moratoria on resource extraction in highly sensitive biodiverse regions—so-called ‘resource
sanctuaries’…and by limiting the expansion of large infrastructures, which not only enhance the
extractive capacity of nations..but also
represent a direct threat to
biodiversity.”(p6)
Specific measures to protect
biodiversity include the proposed EUlevel Nature Restoration law (which has
been delayed at the time of writing).
With regard to climate, a direct
‘upstream’ cap and phaseout of the
supply of fossil fuels and other
problematic resources would guarantee
that fossil-fuel-derived greenhouse gas
emissions are reduced over time11. The
Beyond Oil and Gas Alliance, a
partnership of countries that was
launched at the COP-26 in 2021, has
committed to phase out all production
of oil and gas within its member
jurisdictions, and therefore represents a
step towards implementing such a cap

Fig 1: Ecological economist Kate Raworth’s Doughnut of Social and
Planetary Boundaries. A dynamic version can be found here.

This is partly because a substantial proportion of emissions and other environmental damage is generated by very
wealthy people who are relatively unaffected by price, and partly because energy demand in general tends to be
relatively inelastic. See Appendix 1 for further discussion and references.
10

See Appendix 1. Concerns are sometimes raised about ‘carbon leakage’ in regard to a switch to low-emissions
agriculture. This is also discussed in the Appendix.
11
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on overall fossil fuel production. Within the agricultural sector, an accompanying cap on total
reactive nitrogen usage, as advocated in the “Towards a New Agricultural and Food Policy for
Ireland" paper, would also help to ensure a sustained reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from
agriculture.
Would an economy that includes such strict environmental regulations also be able to provide
social wellbeing? Ecological economist Kate Raworth’s ‘Economic Doughnut’ (see Figure 1) is a
model of an economy which functions within a ‘safe space’ where physical and social needs such
as adequate food, housing, healthcare, a political voice, peace and justice, and a sense of
community are met, but environmental limits are not breached.
This paper assumes that the resource caps and other regulations described above would serve to
strengthen the outer edge of the Economic Doughnut, which represents environmental limits. It
will also focus on measures that are intended to protect people from falling into the ‘doughnut
hole’, past the inner edge of the doughnut, which represents social needs.
Such an economy would exist in a state of ‘dynamic balance’, to borrow another phrase from
Raworth. It would be vibrant and innovative, and, importantly, it would not be dependent on a
constant expansion of aggregate production (GDP growth) in order to function properly12.
The paper draws on
recent research that has
been undertaken by a
number of EU, UK and
global research
organisations - most of
them fellow members
(along with Feasta) of
the global Wellbeing
Economy Alliance13 into measures that
could potentially help to
make the overall
economy ‘GDP-growthindependent’ and
reorient it towards
societal wellbeing as a
goal14.

Fig 2: the 2023-27 EU Common Agricultural Policy objectives

It is noteworthy that the
newest round of proposed CAP reforms, intended to take effect from 2023 to 2027, include ten
Kate Raworth and others have argued that neither growth nor degrowth should be considered to be goals in
themselves. Raworth also argues that we should act on the assumption that we do not know whether or not growth will
occur in the future. She refers to this stance as ‘growth-agnosticism’.
12

The Wellbeing Economy Alliance(WEAll) is a network of organisations and individuals around the world who are
working to identify ways to improve overall societal wellbeing within a stable and resilient environment.. The issue of
how best to measure wellbeing (since we are no longer conflating it with GDP growth) is key to this undertaking.
13

14

See Appendix 5.
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objectives (see fig 2) which are, in a broad sense, largely compatible with a wellbeing economy15.
However, the original legally-binding CAP objectives mentioned above also still stand, and indeed
have been brought to the fore at the time of writing because of the war in Ukraine, with calls to
weaken environmental protections in order to try to boost productivity in the short term despite
the serious risks associated with this approach that are outlined above. Moreover, the
environmental effectiveness of the Irish CAP Strategic Plan has been called into question both by
the (Irish) Environmental Pillar and by the European Commission.

Can we have wellbeing without economic growth?
Before continuing I will briefly discuss two arguments that are sometimes raised about
expansionism. The first is that we need aggregate economic growth in order to be able to meet
the needs of the expanding human population. The second is that the desire for ever-increasing
economic production in all sectors, including agriculture, is an innate, inescapable human trait
(‘people are all inherently greedy’), and so it is pointless to try and reorient the economy away
from expansion as a goal.
With regard to population expansion, it seems clear that the global human population will peak at
some point in the next few decades, given current demographic trends (although there is some
disagreement as to exactly that this will happen) . US-based sociology professor Ann Oberhauser
commented in a 2021 article on demographic dynamics that “economic opportunities, social
norms and changing gender roles – especially expanding education and employment options for
many women – help to
explain why fertility has
slowed in the late 20th
and early 21st centuries.”
Demographic experts
have been surprised by
e a r l i e r- t h a n - e x p e c t e d
population peaks in
recent decades in many
parts of the world.
Indeed, the only
remaining large region of
the world with high rates
of population growth is
sub-Saharan Africa.
Evidence from elsewhere
in the world suggests that
if this region had a more
balanced economy16 on
all levels - national,
15

Fig 3: Global income deciles and associated lifestyle consumption emissions: https://wwwcdn.oxfam.org/s3fs-public/file_attachments/mb-extreme-carbon-inequality-021215-en.pdf

With the possible exception of ‘competitiveness’, depending on how this is being defined.

This region is currently being undermined economically by the bulk importation (often described by those affected as
‘dumping’ ) of inexpensive food that has been produced in more industrialised regions of the world (including the EU),
and by transnational land acquisitions (‘land-grabbing’).
16
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regional, community and household - then it too might experience an earlier-than-expected peak
in population.
In the meantime, however, the fact remains that we do still have an expanding aggregate human
population, and this dynamic will certainly continue for a few more decades. Do we not then need
to increase our overall economic production accordingly?
While there is certainly a need to increase certain specific types of economic production - such as
renewable energy generation and distribution - it is important to bear in mind that we are looking
here at aggregate economic production, and at corresponding consumption. It is striking, in this
regard, that a very large proportion of global consumption is carried out by a small minority of the
human population, with a great deal of associated waste. A well-known 2015 diagram from
Oxfam, reproduced here (Fig 3), depicts this disparity dramatically, focussing on CO2 emissions.
The economists Emmanuel Saez, Thomas Piketty and Gabriel Zucman have produced an equally
striking graph that shows the distribution of economic growth by income percentile in the United
States. As Jason Hickel wrote in his 2021 book Less is More:
“Global ecological breakdown is being driven almost entirely by excess growth in high-income
countries, and in particular by excess accumulation by the very rich, while the consequences hurt
the global South, and the poor, disproportionately”17.
A more even distribution of access to resources would benefit a sizeable number of people,
regardless of whether or not aggregate economic expansion is taking place. For example, in the
case of food production, approximately $1 trillion of food is lost or wasted each year, and
(according to the UN) reversing this trend would feed an extra 2 billion people.
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper will discuss other dynamics, notably in the financial system, that are
encouraging economic activity that has no useful social purpose. Cutting down on these types of
activity might well reduce GDP growth in the aggregate but - if well-managed - need not have any
adverse affect on socially beneficial forms of economic production (and indeed, might help it to
increase where necessary).
With regard to human nature, it is noteworthy that a 2019 survey of 14 EU countries indicated that
a majority of people - ranging from 55% to 70% - believe that the environment should be made a
priority even if it damages economic growth. Similarly, a major consumer research survey from
2015 found that on average about 70% of people believe that ‘over-consumption is putting our
planet and society at risk, that we should buy and own less, and that doing so would not
compromise our happiness or well-being’18.
Changes to the economy that would relax the need for constant productivity expansion while
increasing overall societal well-being are therefore well in line with the mainstream of public
opinion.
Some might wonder, however, whether the people surveyed are in fact deliberately ignoring or
downplaying their ‘natural’ urge to consume as much as possible (or in other words, just kidding
themselves).

17

Jason Hickel, Less is More, Penguin, 2021

18

Both of these surveys are cited in Jason Hickel, Less is More, Penguin, 2021, p26
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While some people certainly do appear to be driven to consume at a very high (and
unsustainable) level, it does not follow that everyone is equally prone to this kind of behaviour.
Evidence on the links between stress and addiction, both in humans and in other species,
provides more plausible explanations for this kind of ‘chronic overconsumption’19.

Explanation of the paper’s structure and use of data
Scope and limits of the paper
The paper is intended to help widen the ‘Overton window’ of research areas that are considered
to be relevant and useful to explore with regard to agriculture - and indeed the overall economy but it does not claim to be able to identify all the possible cross-sectoral economic measures that
could help to relieve pressure on the economy in general, and the agricultural sector in particular,
to expand their production. Indeed, it is very likely that many other useful cross-sectoral actions
could be taken.
The paper’s focus is on the broader economy and how that interacts - and could interact in the
future - with agriculture. It does not include a detailed study of the relationship between resource
use and agriculture, nor on the environmental effects of current agricultural policy in Ireland
(although it touches on both of those topics here and there). It also does not go into depth on
specific place-based environmental or food sovereignty recommendations concerning agriculture,
or on producer-driven initiatives to improve their position in the value chain. All of these are vital
topics, but they are already being researched and analysed elsewhere20. Moreover, they mainly
focus on agriculture’s impact on the overall economy - and the environment - whereas here I am
mainly concentrating on the overall economy’s impact on agriculture.
Forestry and horticulture are not referred to specifically in the paper, but I have taken them to be
forms of agriculture (and so the definition of ‘agriculture’ that I am using is broad21). Wherever the
paper refers to diversification, they could therefore be part of the mix (depending, obviously, on
specific place-based factors).
While I include some simple static modelling, I have not attempted any formal dynamic
modelling, owing to a scarcity of data. However, it is vital to bear in mind that the economy is a
complex adaptive system, meaning that the behaviour of the ensemble may not be predictable
according to the behaviour of the individual components, and that each component may change
in reaction to activity elsewhere.
Interestingly, evidence also suggests that if there is an acknowledged emergency, people tend to show considerable
support and solidarity: see A Paradise Built in Hell by Rebecca Solnit (Penguin, 2009) and Humankind by Rutger
Bregman (Bloomsbury, 2020).
19

See for example: https://www.swanireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Towards-a-New-Agricultural-and-FoodProduction-Policy-for-Ireland.pdf
https://www.arc2020.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/ARC2020-Feeding-Ourselves-2021-event-report_web.pdf
https://www.arc2020.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Food-Sovereignty-Online.pdf
https://www.arc2020.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/ARC_RuralIrelandOnTheMove_2022_final_compressed.pdf
20

21

In the spirit of the National Geographic.
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In the course of my work on this project I received useful suggestions for future research on the
economics of agriculture in Ireland, and the research has also made me aware of certain areas that
I believe would benefit from more in-depth exploration. I have compiled a list of these in
Appendix 3.

Section 1: Increasing liquidity - universal basic income and social
wage (including universal basic services)
In the wake of the COVID pandemic there has been a global upsurge in public support for expansive
social policies that go well beyond addressing immediate crises. Policies currently being discussed in
Ireland - in company with many other jurisdictions - include the introduction of a Universal Basic
Income (UBI). A UBI is an allocation of money on a regular basis to every legal resident of a
jurisdiction, regardless of their sector of work, existing income, or employment situation. In 2020, a
NYU Center on International Cooperation survey indicated (p4) that 71% of EU residents supported
the introduction of a UBI.

There has also been an increased focus on Universal Basic Services (UBS), in particular healthcare.
UBS also include education, childcare, adult care, legal services and public transport, and these
services in turn form part of a broader ‘social wage’, which also includes access to public goods
such as parks, libraries, leisure facilities, galleries and museums. The right to shelter (housing) is
also sometimes included, and I am including it here.
Since it appears highly unlikely that the COVID-19 pandemic will be the last one, it would be
strongly advisable to learn from the experiences of the State response to it in order to prepare for
the future. For example, from a public health perspective, both social wage and UBI could
potentially have useful roles to play in relieving the pressure on people to engage in work that
involves contact with others while there is a contagious disease pandemic, by making it easier to
self-isolate. The provision of good-quality public healthcare is obviously also vital during a
pandemic.
While UBI and a social wage are sometimes presented as inherently competing proposals - with
an assumption being made that only one of the two can be afforded, or that one of them would
inevitably undermine the other - in this paper I am following the lead of the environmental social
scientist Milena Buchs and assuming that not only would UBI and a social wage be able to coexist; they would actually complement each other.
Indeed, I would argue that if they are to function optimally, they actually require each others’
existence. In the absence of a social wage, a UBI risks being drained away by the need to pay for
services such as healthcare and education which, when left to the market, could become costly
and dangerously uneven in their effects. Conversely, in the absence of a UBI, a social wage could
risk leaving many people dependent on work whose nature would be entirely determined and
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managed by others in order to have adequate access to key resources such as food and
housing22.
So, while a social wage provides stability, thus helping with planning for the future, UBI allows for
flexibility as to how to allocate one’s time and energy.

How could a UBI and strengthened social wage ease pressure on the
economy to expand?
I have argued that the two measures could play a useful role in decreasing pressure on workers to
maximise their economic productivity at the expense of both individual and public health. It
seems likely that they could also help to ease expansionist pressure in other ways. Economist
Gabriela Cabaña argues, with regard to UBI:
"Basic income goes well with the ideas of slowing down the economy, of becoming less
dependent, and of stopping the increasing and continuous production of stuff that we don't really
need. A UBI would precisely allow individuals the freedom to work less and to say no to negative
jobs, for instance in the fossil fuels industry. It would also allow them to have more free time to
take care of the people they care about.”
Similarly, a strengthened social wage - including in particular a more affordable provision of
housing on the national level - could alleviate the need to work long hours in order to be able to
afford mortgages or rent. This is discussed further in Section 3.

Preliminary steps towards UBI and strengthened social wage
Some programmes exist in Ireland which could constitute an embryonic Universal Basic Income.
For example, Ireland’s Child Benefit could be considered to be a kind of UBI for children. The
state pension scheme is not universal, but could also be considered to be a conditional basic
income for those of pensionable age who meet the conditions. At the time of writing, a pilot
Basic Income programme for two thousand artists was being introduced in Ireland. The
Programme for Government also includes a commitment to a pilot of a (universal) Basic Income
within the lifetime of the government, although this pilot has not yet been initiated at the time of
writing.
Many aspects of a social wage are also already in place in Ireland. However, existing social welfare
schemes can be quite uneven in their design and scope and, in some cases, are inefficiently
managed, exacerbating income inequality and placing an unnecessary financial strain on the
The argument is sometimes made that a Job Guarantee by the State could provide decent-quality employment to
anyone who wished to have work, thus ensuring that the ‘baseline’ of employment standards (including wages) is kept
sufficiently high to prevent exploitative employment practises by the private sector. I think this idea has a great deal of
merit. However, I would also argue that the ‘backstop’ that would be provided by a Job Guarantee needs, in turn, to
have its own backstop. This would be a Universal Basic Income that is fixed at a high enough level to ensure that
recipients can survive without taking on paid work, along with a strong social wage. These would help to prevent any
potential ‘gaming’ of the Job Guarantee - since in a Job Guarantee the jobs would, by their nature, be administered by
someone other than the employee - and would provide greater scope for independent initiatives, as well as allowing
people to simply take a break from engaging in economic activity at certain points in their lives (e.g. if they have small
children or other dependent people to look after).
22
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overall welfare system. In Ireland, the housing sector is perhaps the most clear-cut example of this.
A 2022 Social Justice Ireland briefing paper on housing states
“The poverty rate among households in receipt of housing subsidies is 22.7 per cent before they
make any rent payments. After these payments have been made, that rate increases to 55.9 per
cent. Clearly subsidies are not working, when the rents household must pay are driving them into
poverty at this rate.”
Housing, with its close relationship with private debt, will be examined further in Sections 2 and 3.
Research indicates that there is potential for the introduction of a UBI along with measures that
strengthen the social wage to not only improve overall societal wellbeing but also to reduce
aggregate welfare system expenses in the medium to long term23. Again, this would also ease
expansionist pressures in the economy, by reducing the need for ‘compensatory’ economic
activity in order to try to undo the problems caused by a patchy and inefficient welfare system.
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to include a detailed exploration of this very rich
subject, here are a few examples:
• Canadian researcher Dr Evelyn Forget’s research on the effects of the allocation of a UBI in a
Canadian town indicated a 8.5% reduction in the hospitalisation rate, along with other savings in
healthcare costs. Acute in-patient care is a significant expense in healthcare, costing the Irish
welfare system €5.9 billion in 2018, and as we will see below, healthcare is a major
preoccupation for many Irish people.
• The Wellbeing Economy Alliance’s 2021 paper on ‘failure demand’ explores the costs of welfare
spending in Scotland and Alberta that is necessary at present in order to undo the damage
caused by an overly productivist economic model. It found, for example, that £774 million in
2018/19 was spent by the Scottish government in efforts to ameliorate the effects of low pay,
which include work-related ill health and free school meals. It also calculated societal costs of
poverty in Alberta in 2019 at $2.9 billion Canadian dollars. Such costs could be alleviated by a
shift in orientation in the economy.
• A study in the US indicated that monthly unconditional cash transfers given to (previously) lowincome mothers affected brain activity in their infants in ways that correlate with higher
language, cognitive, and social-emotional scores later in childhood and adolescence. All of
these factors will influence their ability to contribute to society - including of course the
economy - as adults. This ties in with a wider body of research indicating that early childhood
interventions, while sometimes expensive up-front, can yield very impressive returns in the
longer run. A 2005 overview of Early Childhood Intervention programmes in the US found that
the returns to society for each dollar invested extended from $1.80 to $17.07, with a particularly
high impact on the reduction of crime rates.
Improving the social wage is of course important in itself, but it could also support environmental
protection and regeneration by enabling people to more beyond short-term ‘firefighting’ mode,
take better stock of environmental risks, and make more effective long-term plans. A TASC survey
in 2020 indicated that Irish people are most immediately concerned about improving the health
There are striking similarities in this regard between the welfare system and investments in renewable energy, green
infrastructure and retrofitting. All of them require relatively high up-front costs in terms of finance and labour, but could
potentially deliver a more efficient and resilient economy in the longer run.
23
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care system (35%) and housing (17%). Climate, and ‘addressing waste and protecting the
environment’, were much further down the list of priorities - behind ‘ensuring economic recovery
and employment’, lowering crime rates and improving education. Such non-environmental
concerns could be considerably relieved by a strengthened social welfare system.

UBI and farming
How might a UBI and a strengthened social wage affect agriculture in Ireland?
Within the sector itself, for better or worse, CAP policies that provide direct cash payments to
farmers play a very important role at present. The practice of making these subsidies
‘unconditional’24, in the sense of being available to all farmers with land that is considered
eligible, has been called into question many times over the years, and recent rounds of CAP
reforms have therefore included measures that are intended to tighten this system up, including
making payments conditional on meeting certain environmental standards.
Given this context it may seem counterintuitive to propose allocating a basic income to absolutely
everyone in the economy - including farmers - which would have no (direct) strings attached.
Would this not just be replicating much-criticised CAP policies, when applied to agriculture?
I will not go into detail here on the effectiveness of either the existing CAP payments or the
proposed reforms to them25. However, it is important to note that there are two factors which
would set the UBI that is proposed in this paper apart from any kind of CAP-derived direct
payment.
Firstly, the UBI would be allocated to everyone in the population, not just those in a specific sector
who qualify, and the amount of allocation would not vary according to how much eligible property
the individual has26.
So, for example, the CAP 2023-27’s Basic Income Support Scheme (BISS) - which is set to replace
the existing Basic Payment Scheme - is not the same as a Universal Basic Income since BISS
supports would only be allocated to certain members of the population - a sub-set of farmers and the allocation amount would vary according to the amount of land being farmed.
It is also very important to note that a UBI would go to all members of a farming household and
the surrounding community, rather than the farmer alone27. While a modest UBI might seem
insignificant to those farmers who earn larger incomes or who are dealing with burdensome
financial obligations, it could well have a quite different effect for others in the immediate
community (or even, in some circumstances, in the family).

Of course they were never truly unconditional, in that farmers always had to have eligible land in order to qualify for
them.
24
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The Environmental Pillar’s statement on the Irish 2023-27 CAP Strategic Plan can be read here.

26

UBI shifts means testing from the remit of welfare to the remit of taxation.

This would also set it apart from the Farm Assist supports that are offered by the Irish government to farmers with
modest incomes.
27
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Secondly - and importantly - the UBI that I am proposing in this paper would be introduced in a
context of much stricter environmental regulations, affecting all sectors, which would affect the
ways in which it could be spent. These regulations, mentioned in the introduction, would include
legally binding caps on fossil-fuel-derived inputs and strengthened regulations for biodiversity
protection28.
A final point I wish to clarify about the relationship between UBI and the CAP direct payments is
that the two systems could run parallel to each other, i.e,. introducing a UBI would not
automatically compromise farmers’ ability to claim direct payments. The two systems would be
distinct.

How much would the UBI be?
The intention is to ensure that the UBI is sufficient to meet basic needs (in at least some parts of
the country) at present, without the necessity for taking on paid work. A 2021 paper exploring
ways to model the potential links between a UBI in the UK and positive (and cost-saving) health
outcomes notes that
“evidence from studies…indicates that certain health benefits can only be accrued from provision
of secure, stable income of a sufficient level to satisfy basic needs independently of employment
and unreasonable job demands.”
This ties in with the need to minimise any risk of the UBI becoming ‘gamed’ into acting as an
unintentional subsidy to employers. In the case of agriculture, one could imagine a scenario
arising of agribusinesses hiring financially-stressed farmers as poorly-paid labour to provide cheap
input for their processing plants. This would generate the kinds of ‘failure demand’ costs to the
State that was described in the WEAll report mentioned above, including expensive - and
ethically dubious - negative health effects.
While minimum wage laws could help to alleviate that risk, it would also be advisable to ensure
that a UBI is set high enough so as to prevent this kind of dynamic from arising in the first place.
I am therefore following the recommendations of the Vincentian Partnership for Social Justice and
suggesting that a UBI be allocated of €250 per week for all residents of Ireland aged from 18 to
65 (making approximately €13000 per person per year).

How would funding be secured for investing in UBI and an improved
social wage?
I have deliberately framed the question above in terms of investing rather than spending, because
I believe that the tendency of some analysts - and journalists - to focus on upfront ‘costs’ (as in the
questions ’how much will a UBI and social wage cost? or ‘how expensive will a UBI and social
wage be?’) can lead to misperceptions, in the same way that focussing on the short-term costs of
environmental protection can lead to misperceptions.

28

See Appendix 1.
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It can distort one’s sense of proportion by placing too much emphasis on something that is
actually ephemeral, thereby ignoring or downplaying the fact that the money spent on a UBI will
be spent on into the overall economy, generating multiplier effects - not to speak of the potential
savings to the welfare system from a strengthened social wage and UBI that were mentioned
above. There is no reason to assume that UBI and social wage would become sunk costs, and it is
important not to allow ourselves to become conceptually trapped by the limitations of static
modelling.
With those caveats in place, I am basing my costings for a UBI on those produced by Basic
Income Ireland members David Quinn and John Baker in a 2021 paper.
Their proposal depends on income tax revenue to fund the UBI. It is an easy-to-comprehend
initial approach to take when exploring funding possibilities, as it draws on existing taxation policy
and demonstrates - to my mind - that a UBI is affordable without recourse to external sources of
funding. However, other funding possibilities do exist and are worth considering. The COVID
response strikingly demonstrated ways in which public money can very quickly be sourced during
an emergency. Owing to the COVID pandemic, public spending in Ireland in 2021 was €107.6
billion. This extra spending was financed by a combination of government bond issuance and a
(much smaller) transfer of cash balances from NAMA and the National Surplus (Exceptional
Contingencies) Reserve Fund.
While the income tax increases suggested below in order to fund the UBI are not very dramatic the highest marginal rate of taxation is 59% - if they nonetheless proved to be too politically
controversial there would therefore also be an option of raising at least some of the money to pay
for the UBI through bond issuance, as was done with the COVID relief funds29. A third option
would be for the ECB to issue a UBI, ‘helicopter money’-style, to all residents of the Eurozone.30
Moreover, even if we do decide to retain taxation as the primary source of UBI funding, there is
some choice about the types of taxation to emphasise, as discussed in Section 2 below.

Potential effects on income of a €250-per-week UBI, funded through
taxation, in different regions of Ireland
As mentioned above, a key objective of the CAP is to ensure generational renewal on farms. A
related objective is the sustaining of vibrant rural areas. Both of these will obviously require
attracting younger people to live in the country, with a reasonable proportion of them working on
farms.
The Nevin Research Institute report on agricultural risk mentioned above states
‘while some farmers think that technology will interest the next generation to participate in
agriculture, many feel that comes down to whether or not they can receive a financially
sustainable income.’

It is worth bearing in mind, in this regard, that both the climate and biodiversity crises have been declared an
emergency by the Oireachtas.
29

See for example https://www.positivemoney.eu/helicopter-money/ . If taxation was used judiciously to forestall any
potential inflation from the resulting increase in the money supply, then I think this could be a feasible approach. Since
taxation is in the EU Member States’ remit, some careful coordination between the ECB and Eurozone members would
also be necessary.
30
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Naturally, money is not everything and there are other factors which might encourage or dissuade
young people, whether or not they come from farming families, from moving to the country (or
back to the country after a period of time in more urban areas). A 2020 Macra Na Feirme survey
on land mobility and succession in Ireland commented:
‘Land ownership and access to land are values ingrained in Irish farmers and tend to be sensitive,
contentious and secretive. Even within families, decisions on land transfer are generally addressed
quietly or indeed not addressed until totally necessary or forced due to a family crisis. The primary
concern has traditionally been to keep the land in the ‘family name’ and to ensure that it remains
‘actively farmed’’
Keeping this in mind, it is nonetheless worthwhile to consider how a change in income distribution
and levels brought about by a UBI might affect the economic dynamics of rural Ireland, and
thereby agriculture. So let us now look at some figures that take account of varying income levels.
Table 1 below compares the estimated 2018 net (after tax) income for different primary income
tranches in Ireland with a net income that includes a UBI of €250 per week. The UBI has been
financed through income taxation, along the lines suggested in the BII study.

Table 1: Comparison of 2018 after-tax income with after-tax income that includes a €250 per
week UBI
Using costing model from https://basicincome.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Quinn-and-Baker-2021-New-Model-of-Basic-Incomefor-Ireland-BIEN-Congress-2021-corrected-170821.pdf

The existing child benefit would still be available, and therefore could be added on to the
disposable-income-with-UBI figures above for any households with children under 18.
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It seems possible, given these figures, that a guaranteed income floor would encourage a flow
towards the rural areas of a certain number of younger people31, particularly where there is
adequate provision of housing and broadband. This is because younger people, in particular. are
less likely to be ‘tied down’ to an urban region over a long period of time by a mortgage or other
significant financial obligation, and they are
also more likely to wish to experiment with
different livelihoods. It also ties in with a
COVID-related shift in work patterns, with
more office workers opting to work from home
either full or part time.
Such a flow would tend to relieve pressure on
housing in urban areas, which is a major
contributor to the cost of living in them. Those
who remained would probably therefore find
themselves with more options (including more
n e g o t i a t i n g p o w e r w i t h l a n d l o rd s o r
creditors).]
How might a UBI and an improved social
wage specifically benefit agriculture in
Ireland?

Source: https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/er/cirgdp/
countyincomesandregionalgdp2019/

We have looked at the possibility of a UBI making it easier for people - particularly young people to decide to make their homes in the countryside, whether in small towns or villages, or directly
on or near farms. But what of specific effects of a UBI on agriculture itself?
While there have been many trials of UBI around the world over the past few decades, to the best
of my knowledge none of them have applied to farming households in industrialised countries.
However, considerable research has been undertaken into the effects of cash transfer schemes in
rural areas of lower-income countries. For example, a 2018
overview of the key findings of the ‘From Protection to
Production’ project of the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), which studied the impact of social cash transfer
programs on household economic decision-making in six
different programmes operating in six sub-Saharan African
countries, found that
‘The analysis of impact evaluation studies shows that cash
transfer programs overall have important implications for
household resilience. By providing a steady and predictable
source of income, cash transfer programs can build human
capital, improve food security, and potentially strengthen
households’ ability to respond to and cope with exogenous
shocks, allowing them to diversity and strengthen their
A very useful focus for a survey could be to identify young people in Ireland’s preferences regarding where they
would ideally like to live (urban versus rural), their reasoning for those preferences, and any factors that they believe
might change them. A related survey could also gather opinions and preferences about farming as a livelihood. These
are included in the list of recommendations in the Appendix to this paper.
31
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livelihoods to prevent future fluctuations in consumption. Many of the programs studied increased
investment in agricultural inputs and assets, including farm implements and livestock.
Beneficiaries in the studied country programs generally increased the volume and value of their
crop production.’
This finding has been echoed elsewhere. Guy Standing states in a 2007 essay, with regard to
agriculture:
‘A high degree of uncertainty pushes people into more risk-averse behaviour, especially if the
consequences of an adverse outcome could be catastrophic. Those producing in agrarian
economies or where economic activity is dependent on climate or ecological conditions are likely
to face a high level of uncertainty. Anything that lessened that uncertainty could be expected to
have a beneficial effect on higher-yielding investment, innovation and purposive decision-making.’
32

The Basic Income Ireland website contains a thorough overview of potential benefits to Irish
agriculture from a UBI. Apart from those mentioned above, they also include an easing of
bureaucratic requirements because of the unconditional nature of UBI, support for a variety of
farm structures including partnerships, and support for the pioneering of new technologies.
Additionally, the social stigma that can sometimes apply to recipients of conditional transfers
(within or outside the agricultural sector) would not apply to those receiving a UBI, since everyone
would receive the same UBI allocation.

Possible negative side-effects of a UBI
Now let us look at three possible problems with introducing a UBI.
• Financial burden
Obviously, if the UBI is to be paid for from tax receipts rather than spirited out of thin air33, then
some people will be paying in more to the system than they receive. The agricultural sector is
likely to be no exception to this34. While the extra income generated by a UBI would probably be
welcome to those who receive it, the corresponding loss of income could be problematic to
https://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi7lfbaouH2AhUESxoKHXr0DS0QFnoECBoQAQ&url=https%3
A%2F%2Feuropa.eu%2Fcapacity4dev%2Ffile%2F12899%2Fdownload%3Ftoken%3DZq6OIybQ&usg=AOvVaw1yE9qSZ
1hua1dyLfsdfqdN
32

Some do in fact argue that the European Central Bank (or some other Eurozone-level governance body) could
allocate ‘helicopter money’ - i.e. money that it creates ex nihilo - on a per capita basis to all residents of the Eurozone.
See for example https://www.positivemoney.eu/helicopter-money/ , and the description of Steve Keen’s proposals for a
debt jubilee that are described in Section 3 of this paper. If taxation was used judiciously to forestall any potential
inflation from the resulting increase in the money supply, then I think this could be a feasible approach, although
obviously the UBI would have to be applied at the Eurozone level. Its successful introduction would also require close
coordination between the ECB and Eurozone member states (since taxation is a EU member state competence).
33

While it is very hard to predict the exact effects of a UBI on different farming sectors because of the coming reforms
to CAP payments and the possibility of farm diversification in reaction to geopolitical instability and environmental
constraints, as a general rule, those who earn larger incomes would generally pay out more in taxes than they receive in
UBI. In dairying, the average family farm income (before tax) in 2020 was €74229, which makes it likely that there would
be a reduction in average after-tax income. If the farm in question has large debt repayments to make, this reduced
income could be problematic. This is discussed further in Section 3.
34
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farmers - and others - who currently have significant debt repayments to sustain. This is explored
further in Section 3.
• Overconsumption
A second concern that is sometimes raised about a UBI is that it could trigger an overuse of
resources, because the purchasing power of many people with low incomes would increase. The
fear is that there would be nothing to prevent them from spending the money irresponsibly.
This fear is not supported by research from around the world on the ways in which cash transfers
are spent, which overwhelmingly indicates that they are used responsibly. However, to be on the
safe side - and also to ease the already-existing, and in my opinion considerably more dangerous,
phenomenon of extremely wealthy people spending money irresponsibly - this risk could be
alleviated by regulations that directly limit problematic resource extraction at source or at the
point of import, as mentioned in the introduction and described in Appendix 1, along with greatly
strengthened regulations to protect biodiversity35.
Resource extraction limits should be applied as far ‘upstream’ in the economy as possible, as this
is generally easier to administer and will affect production, transportation and consumption along
the entire length of supply and value chains.
Existing and planned EU-level restrictions on the use of certain products such as pesticides, and
existing or proposed circular economy legislation that mandates the reuse of materials, would also
need to form part of the mix.
• Inflation
A third concern about a UBI is potential inflationary effects from it, particularly with regard to land
and housing values. There is a perceived risk that the increased income from the UBI could simply
be passed on from tenants to landlords in the form of rent increases, or incorporated into
property sales prices. It would therefore be useful to identify ways to ‘ground’ the UBI so that
these unwanted side-effects can be avoided. This leads us to the next section of this paper.

Section 2: Improving stability through commons-based
taxation
The potential manipulation of a UBI by landowners in order to increase their profits (without any
corresponding increase in their own contribution to the economy) is an example of ‘economic
rent’, i.e., a profit that is gained by a property owner without contributing any productive input to
the economy. A long line of economists have argued that this type of ‘rent extraction’ should be
minimised in order to encourage optimal economic activity. A key tool for achieving this is
taxation, in this case specifically a land value tax.
A land value tax is a kind of property tax, but it differs considerably from the existing Local
Property Tax (LPT) in Ireland, as it applies only to the ‘unimproved’ value of land. In the case of a
house, instead of being charged on the basis of the estimated sale value of the house (as with the
LPT), it would be applied to the estimated value of the land that the house is built on.
35

Commentary on planned EU-level regulation on biodiversity can be found here.
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So LVT would apply to the portion of the house’s value which derives from its location rather than
from any improvements to the property which the owner might have brought about. (The value of
the location is a type of ‘commons’36, as it is a cultural
resource that is ‘owned’ by the wider community.
LVT is therefore a form of taxation that is based on
the commons. Other examples include Financial
Transactions Tax and taxes on the use of the
electromagnetic spectrum.)
If our imaginary house was located in a city and a
light rail system was built nearby, raising the value of
the house, then the LVT would increase accordingly,
since the owner would not have contributed to the
increase in value. However, if the owner retrofitted
the house so that it required less energy to heat,
that would not increase the LVT.
As mentioned above, there has been a strikingly
strong consensus of support for LVT from
economists across the political spectrum over the
past two centuries. Empirical research from existing
LVT in different countries or regions and economic
modelling both suggest that replacing property
taxes with LVT reduces urban sprawl. This has
obvious environmental and social benefits, tying in
very well with wellbeing economy orientation. LVT
would help to curb speculation on property values,
and thus ease expansionist pressure on the economy by making it easier for people to earn
enough money to afford property or rent payments. Modelling also suggests that LVT could
absorb land price increases that might be inadvertently triggered by more stringent environmental
regulations37.
While I initially intended to explore the potential effects of a full Land Value Tax (including
agricultural land) in more detail in this paper, a few simple calculations38 convinced me that, given
the already-existing difficulties for people who wish to enter farming in accessing farmland in

36

See appendix 4 for a more detailed description of the commons.

In the course of this research I have heard anecdotally from several sources of two environmental measures that may
be making farmland more expensive to access. The first of these is the nitrates directive, which requires farmers with
nitrates derogations to have access to sufficient land to spread their excess slurry. The second is the EU ETS provision of
offsets for the planting of forestry. Additionally, the new CAP rules, which will prevent landowners who rent out farmland
from receiving payments for the rented land, appear to be increasing the effective demand for rental land, and this can
indirectly affect farm sale prices as well.
37

The average price for ‘good farmland’ in 2020 was estimated to be €9.381 per acre. The 2020 Annual Review and
Outlook for Agriculture, Food and the Marine states that the average dairy farm size was 146 acres (I have converted
this figure from hectares). This gives the farmland on an average-size dairy farm an approximate value of €1.36m. An
annual LVT of 2% on the value of this land would therefore require payments of €27200 per year.
38
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Ireland and the financial pressures that some farmers are facing at present (discussed further in
Section 3), this would not be an opportune time to introduce it.
However, I believe it should be seriously considered in the medium to longer term. A report on
the potential for LVT in Northern Ireland states (p25):
“A modest annual levy on the land value would moderate … inflation [in land prices] and, over
time, return agricultural land values to nearer their economic value to farming. In such
circumstances, the unimproved annual rental value will likely be fairly low. However, as with any
land brought within the scope of property taxes for the first time, this could only be done
incrementally. Of course, policy-makers can choose to retain the exemption [to LVT on agricultural
land] but it would be useful if the costs and rationale for such a decision were made clear.”
A LVT could be particularly useful in the case of agricultural land that is located close to urban
areas and that might become a target for speculators who are not interested in farming, but who
simply wish to retain the land in case it is rezoned and thereby gains financial value.
In the shorter term, the option exists to introduce a Site Value Tax (SVT), a more limited version of
LVT which would apply to land other than agricultural land39, including houses and commercial
properties. The OECD (p33) and the National Economic and Social Council (p52), among others,
have recommended the introduction of an SVT in Ireland. Its potential, including the possibility of
it replacing the existing Local Property Tax, is being examined by the Commission on Taxation and
Welfare at the time of writing.
The most recent detailed research on SVT in Ireland that I am aware of is that carried out by the
Smart Taxes network (a Feasta project) in 2008-11, culminating in the publication of the book The
Fair Tax (ed. Emer O’Siochru), and a report by economist Ronan Lyons.
The report states:
“Research suggests that properties within walking distance of a train station are 3-5% more
expensive on average than those more than five kilometres away. [SVT] also offers compensation
for those living near “disamenities” such as landfills or energy facilities, which can have a negative
effect on site values.”
Lyons estimated that ‘if a full SVT [at 2% of the lowest-banded site value] on commercial and
residential land raised close to €3bn, this would constitute about €1bn in new revenue streams
(i.e. after subtracting current revenues from rates and stamp duty).’
While land values are obviously not the same as property values, we can nonetheless get a rough
idea of how these figures might translate to 2022 by applying the same rate of increase to them
as has applied to residential property values, since there have been significant improvements to
infrastructure in the interim and so it seems unlikely that the two types of value would be
completely out of sync. According to the CSO, ‘residential property values nationally increased by
approximately 115.6% from their trough in early 2013 to Q4 of 2021’. This implies that SVT
revenue could potentially come to around €2.15 billion, and perhaps more.

Any land that is rezoned for construction would of course no longer be agricultural land, and could therefore become
subject to a Site Value Tax.
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The 2% rate is modest. If the rate was increased to 5%, then the revenue could be €5.38 billion.
Some LVT advocates go further than that in their proposals for rates. In the future, if SVT - and
eventually LVT - proves to be a useful way to indirectly encourage desirable economic activity (as
described below), and if it is clearly perceived to have a stabilising effect on property values and
rents in Ireland, a higher rate may become politically acceptable.

Potential uses of SVT/LVT revenue
While a key purpose of an SVT in this proposal would be to offset any potential inflation in land
prices that could be inadvertently triggered by a UBI or by environmental protections, and to
discourage speculation on property, it could have other equally useful and important effects if its
introduction formed part of an overall drive to shift the tax burden away from taxing activities that
we want more of to taxing activities that we want less of.
Two factors are particularly important here.
Firstly, as mentioned above, the SVT could replace the existing Local Property Tax (LPT). LPT is
problematic in environmental terms, because it indirectly penalises homeowners for
improvements that they make on their house, such as retrofitting or the installation of more
energy-efficient heating40. Given the urgent need to respond to the ecological crisis, it seems
important to remove this unnecessary impediment.
Secondly, as discussed in the panel below, the future agricultural sector is likely to need more
labour than it does at present - perhaps significantly more. Studies of employment patterns of
organic agriculture in European countries and the US indicate an increase in employment levels
that can range from 0.08% to as high as 60%, depending on the type of agricultural activity and
other economic factors. Agroecological agriculture, which, in addition to the low-input and
pesticide-avoidant approach of organic farming, also emphasises shortening supply chains and
increasing farmers’ share of the value chain, is likely to have a stronger positive effect than organic
farming alone on employment levels (see panel).

Panel: Transport, housing, the just transition in agriculture, and employment
It is sometimes assumed that a move towards a less expansionist economy will inevitably lead to job
losses. In this vein, a 2021 KPMG impact assessment commissioned by the Irish Farmers’ Journal
predicted a potential loss of employment of 21% in the agricultural sector if its greenhouse gas
emissions are reduced by 50% in the period up to 2030. Other predictions in the study included a
66% decrease in the dairy sector’s profits.
The assessment’s figures are slightly less alarming in a scenario of 30% emission reductions that it
also presents, but (if we accept the economic assumptions made in the paper) they are nonetheless
concerning, with a projected 25% decrease in dairy sector profits.
The 2021 Climate Action Plan stipulates emissions reductions of 22-30% in agriculture by 2030.
However, the overarching goal for climate mitigation is to bring emissions down to net zero by
2050. So even if it is decided to aim for a more modest 22% cut in emissions by 2030, there would
40

Such improvements increase the sale value of properties, and so increase the LPT.
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still be much more substantial cuts needing to be implemented after 2030 (even if we take carbon
sequestration measures - which are the subject of some controversy - into account).
Some of the arguments made in the assessment have been questioned by agricultural analysts,
including Professor Alan Matthews, who has pointed out that the authors do not consider the
possibility that farmers might diversify their production in response to these changes, thereby
generating new income streams. He also notes that the costs of inaction on climate - e.g., fines being
levied on Ireland by the EU as a result of its failing to meet emissions reduction targets - are not
factored into the assessment’s costings.
The KPMG study also does not examine the potential social and economic effects on agriculture of
climate change mitigation measures in other economic sectors, presumably because that was not in
its remit. However, the emissions reduction targets for the other sectors are very significant, and
those sectors’ actions are likely to strongly affect agriculture. It is therefore important to look
beyond the agriculture ‘silo’ when considering the effects of climate mitigation measures on
agriculture.
The transport sector’s role is particularly crucial because of Irish agriculture’s strong focus on
exports at present. The Climate Action Plan stipulates that transport emissions are to be cut by
42-50% by 2050.
If the emissions targets are to be taken seriously, transportation will not only need to undergo
electrification, modal shifts and improvements in efficiency, but will also need to be reduced in
aggregate terms. The IPCC published a list of recommendations for reducing emissions from
transport in its 2014 report. It begins with:
“avoiding journeys where possible—by, for example, densifying urban landscapes, sourcing localized
products, internet shopping, restructuring freight logistics systems, and utilizing advanced
information and communication technologies (ICT)”(my italics)
Moreover, since the onset of the COVID pandemic, there has been much discussion of a need for
‘reshoring’, i.e. shortening supply chains in order to build economic resilience. The war in Ukraine
has amplified this.
A reduction in overall transportation levels - including freight transportation - would not only affect
Irish agricultural exports, but also imports of food to Ireland. But obviously, people would still need
access to food. So while there would be a decrease in effective export demand, particularly to
faraway locations (which require more transport), there should also be a corresponding increase in
demand for nationally or indeed locally-sourced vegetables and grains, making it more financially
viable for farmers (or farming regions) to diversify41.
Demand for locally-produced, diverse agricultural products is also likely to be reinforced by the
current trend - accelerated by the COVID pandemic - for some office-based workers to choose
(where possible) to do more of their work from home online, enabling them to move to rural areas
if they wish. As discussed in Section 1 above, a UBI and strengthened social wage could also
encourage migration to rural areas. New rural residents will need to have local access to basic goods
and services and this could help to generate increased demand for locally-focussed, direct-toconsumer sales, as well as strengthening related local businesses such as groceries, cafés and
restaurants. All of these factors would tend to increase overall employment and income levels in
rural areas and would make it easier for farmers to increase their share of value chain income. The
Such demand will depend, of course, on consumers having the financial means to buy the food they need, so it will
require a robust welfare system.
41
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use of collective structures such as machinery coops or, in some cases, cooperatively owned farms,
could also help to reinforce this dynamic.
The quality of any new jobs created in this process is important. Dr Oliver Moore of Arc2020
comments

“we must ensure that these are interesting, nimble careers where possible, not backbreaking
exploitative drudgery – for example mixed farming, appropriate tech, on and off farm
diversification, local processing.”42
Increased generation of rural employment - and more generally, rural revitalisation - would also be
encouraged by improved broadband access and - crucially - by measures to make housing more
affordable and energy-efficient for people living in rural areas. The Government’s new (as of
January 2022) Croí Conaithe fund, intended to assist people who buy derelict properties to
renovate and live in through funding from their local authority, could play a key role in this. In
some cases, compulsory purchases or sales of vacant and derelict buildings in rural towns and
villages would probably also be advisable.
Community wealth building measures which encourage investment in the local economy by large
‘anchor’ institutions such as hospitals or universities can also help to build regional economic
resilience and generate employment.

The need for increased labour on more diversified agroecological farms or regions will also push
up the costs of primary production. Given the urgency of the situation, taxation measures that
bring down labour costs without compromising the ability of both farmers and farmworkers to
make a decent living would therefore be helpful.
A 2018 paper in Land Use Policy comments:
‘‘Most countries finance their government budget to a large extent by taxing labor, capital, and
consumption, the latter particularly in the form of value added taxes (Johansson et al., 2008).
Since these taxes make it less profitable to provide capital and/or labor, they create undesired
economic distortions. These are particularly strong for labor taxes (Feldstein, 1999; Slemrod and
Yitzhaki, 2002), which reduce work incentives in developed countries and induce a shift of labor
from the formal to the informal sector in developing countries (Meghir et al., 2015; Ulyssea,
2010)”
The 1999 analysis by Feldstein mentioned in that paper estimates a deadweight loss43 of as much
as 30% on income tax. By contrast, land value tax (including site value tax) is generally considered
to be an extremely efficient form of taxation, with little or no deadweight loss.
The revenue from the SVT could replace some of the existing revenue from taxation on labour,
such as a portion of PRSI or PAYE. If the UBI financing method that is described in Section 1 is
adopted, it would therefore also help to fund the social wage and UBI.
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‘Deadweight loss’ is lost economic efficiency that happens when the socially optimal quantity of a good or service is
not produced.
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However, commons-based taxation (including SVT) alone cannot resolve certain structural
problems in the Irish economy, particularly in relation to housing and debt. In the next section we
will therefore look at these more closely.

Section 3: Clearing the air - financing options and debt
restructuring
Housing, debt and the Irish economy
Housing in Ireland is an enormous subject and I will not attempt to analyse it in depth here.
However, three key points seem relevant with regard to housing’s impact on the overall economy
(and therefore on agriculture).
The first is that rents and mortgages are currently a major drain on many people’s disposable
income in Ireland, and therefore a significant hindrance to consumers’ ability to pay fairer prices to
farmers (and other producers) for their products.
The second is that the housing market is the main engine for private sector debt in Ireland. It is
difficult for most people to buy property without taking on debt. Yet property is also not always a
reliable investment. The Department of Finance’s 2019 Analysis of Private Sector Debt in Ireland
states (p13)
‘While rising house prices are highly correlated with rising household debt as households borrow
primarily to purchase houses, house prices are also volatile. If house prices fall, the value of
household assets will fall, without a corresponding fall in the value of the debt they owe, putting
substantial downward pressure on household net worth, and thus solvency.’
A question then arises as to the sustainability of private debt in Ireland. The Analysis states (p iii)
that ‘despite a period of post-crisis deleveraging, Ireland’s stock of private sector debt, typically
measured by the debt-to-GDP ratio at 244 per cent, remains very high by international and
historical standards.’ It goes on to explain that if this figure is adjusted to take account of the role
of multinational corporations, then the level of private debt becomes less concerning. However, it
continues, ‘the higher base of private debt that now exists [after the Great Financial Crash of
2008] could still pose a risk to the economy in the event of a future downturn’.
A ‘downturn’ in this context refers to a slowdown (or reversal) of growth, so here we can see a
clear example of dependence on continual economic growth.
The tendency for high levels of debt to distort economic dynamics was analysed by the late
economist Margrit Kennedy, who calculated (p8) that in the 1980s, approximately 50% of all
economic activity in Germany was carried out solely in order to repay the interest on debts.
Similar statistics probably apply now, in Germany and elsewhere, and the figure may well be
higher in the highly-indebted Global South. If Kennedy was correct, then a vast amount of energy
and resources are being put to work - and causing a great deal of environmental and social
damage - in order to try and maintain a transient and somewhat arbitrary cultural artefact.
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Since housing is so elemental to wellbeing and is such a primary driver of debt, it follows that
action will need to be taken on housing-related debt.
The third key point is that the housing crisis in Ireland can at least partially be attributed to a
broader phenomenon of commodification of housing. Positive Money Europe commented in
2021, with regard to housing in the Eurozone:
'The enormous financialisation of housing and its emergence as the world’s most attractive asset
class has allowed house prices to accelerate. Hence, protecting housing from financial capital
should be prioritised, preferably at the international level.’
Housing commodification is a major focus of the economist Michael Hudson, who also
emphasises the damaging effects of high levels of debt in the economy. He points out that in the
past, aggregate debt accumulation was considered to be so inherently destabilising that debts
were periodically cancelled by rulers in order to prevent social collapse and restore economic
balance.
In a similar vein, the economist Steve Keen states in a May 2021 analysis of current levels of debt:
“Our post-Global-Financial-Crisis world is characterized by excessive private sector debt and a
moribund private sector, with economic performance kept afloat predominantly by government
schemes (like Quantitative Easing) and large budget deficits that in turn lead to high levels of
government debt.”

A systemic approach to debt
I am not arguing that all debt (mortgage or otherwise) should be immediately cancelled. That
would be highly destabilising in itself, compromising the money supply44 and undermining many
peoples’ savings (including pension funds) to a dangerous extent.
However, a strong case can be made for systemic-level intervention to provide widespread private
debt relief in a way that protects savers. For example, Steve Keen argues for a ‘debt jubilee’ in
which a government (which has control over its legal tender) would distribute new funds on a percapita basis, along with specific requirements as to how they could be spent. The requirements
would vary according to whether the recipient is a creditor or a debtor. He believes that these
requirements could ensure that private debt levels are reduced in a way which does not
undermine the money supply or put creditors in financial danger.
Keen’s emphasis on the importance of the role of currency-issuing states in managing debt is
shared by many other analysts, including members of the International Movement for Monetary
Reform and of the school of ‘Modern Monetary Theory45’. Although there is some variation in the
specific actions that these analysts recommend, all of them emphasise the central importance of
governments making full use of their ability to directly manage the supply of money in the
economy.

This is because most money circulating in the economy is created on a basis of debt, as described by the Bank of
England in 2014.
44
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See for example The Deficit Myth by Stephanie Kelton, Public Affairs Books, 2021
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Ireland, as a member of the Eurozone, does not have any direct control over the issuance of euros
into the economy. However, Ireland does have a voice in the governance of the Eurozone’s
financial framework, and indeed, at the time of writing, the Irish Minister of Finance is the
president of the ‘Eurogroup’ of Eurozone finance ministers. The State is therefore well-positioned
to advocate strongly for systemic-level intervention on private debt. I would suggest that this
intervention should begin with an in-depth exploration and debate on the proposals by the
organisations and individuals mentioned above.
In addition to Eurozone-level intervention, there is a need to alleviate immediate debt crises
within the State that are being faced by individuals, households and firms, and also to identify
ways to prevent future debt ‘bubbles’ from emerging. This will be discussed further below.

Debt and agriculture
If we ignore the environmental crisis - and other current world events - when examining Irish
agricultural data, the sector may not appear to be especially vulnerable in terms of debt. In 2020,
almost two thirds of farms had no farm-related debt. While dairy had twice as much debt, on
average, as other types of farming, it is currently also the most profitable agricultural sector; in
2020 it had the lowest ratio of debt to Family Farm Income.
Teagasc’s 2020 Sustainability Report assesses economic, social and environmental sustainability in
different farming sectors, but debt was not included as a risk factor, implying that debt was not a
major concern at the time of publication. Moreover, the Department of Agriculture, Food and the
Marine’s 2020 Annual Review and Outlook emphasised a deleveraging trend in agriculture, in
common with other sectors at the time.
However, the overarching emphasis on expansionism in agriculture is leading to financial stress for
some farmers, and some of it is debt-related. In a blog article on the TASC website in 2019, Seán
McCabe related what he heard from dairy farmers around the country about their overall financial
situation:
‘In these conversations, I heard of the need to expand dairy farm capacity to handle bigger dairy
herds, with many households taking on intergenerational levels of debt to finance this expansion –
the construction of new milking parlours and slurry pits, building or expanding sheds, renting land
and purchasing stock. Farmers told me how the increase in labour required by the larger farms
had to be borne by the family as there generally wasn’t local labour available and, if there was,
the money wasn’t there to pay wages. They spoke to me about the lack of negotiation power they
wield against the large supermarkets who dictate the price for their product, and they expressed
their concern that further decreases in the price of milk, or increasingly frequent adverse weather,
might force their family into dire financial straits.’
This type of dynamic is described as a ‘gilded trap’ by Theresa Wei Ying Ong and Wenying Liao in
a 2020 article in the journal Frontiers of Sustainable Food Systems.
Given these circumstances, it is hardly surprising that in recent years, Irish farming organisations
have raised concerns about farming family debt. The Irish Farming Association (IFA) has organised
protests, both on farms and at commercial bank headquarters, against the sale of farm loans by
commercial banks and subsequent attempts by investment funds (often described by those
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affected as ‘vulture funds’) to sell farmland. The IFA’s Debt Advisory Service has been involved in
over 500 cases of farms in financial difficulty since it was established after the last recession.
The Irish Independent reported in December 2020 that the Irish Creamery Milk Suppliers
Association (ICMSA) president, Pat McCormack, had spoken at the association’s AGM of ‘horror
stories…of farm families finding out that their farm is up for sale from their neighbours…amid
reports of a renewed surge in forced sales by vulture funds.’
The farming families involved in these cases had taken out debts with commercial banks, which
had then been sold on to investment companies. Gary Digney, a personal insolvency practitioner
who advises farming families that are faced with unpayable debt, commented that ‘historically, the
Irish banks were reluctant to forcibly sell a farmer’s land and would instead restructure a debt.
However, so-called vulture funds will issue bankruptcy proceedings to try and revoke the debt and
will appoint receivers to sell the land’.
Geopolitical disturbances are adding to these financial concerns, particularly on high-inputdependent farms. Some farmers who are not currently in debt may feel pressured to take it on in
order to be able to afford inputs - although their options for acquiring credit may also be limited.
The Financial Times reported on April 3 2022 that ‘the cost of animal feed, fertiliser and fuel has
soared for farmers across Europe as Russia’s invasion of its neighbour squeezes grain supplies and
sends the price of energy and other inputs rocketing. Stricken farmers are also having difficulties
accessing credit as their financial problems mount.’
When climate mitigation measures are added to this list of financial pressures, the scenario can
appear still more complicated. The 2021 KPMG report on the potential effects of emissions cuts
that is mentioned above argues (p57) that, if climate mitigation measures leads to a reduction in
livestock numbers, ’farms that have high debt or farms that are less productive/ located on less
productive land will experience the greatest impact’ and predicts that high-input farms which are
already indebted because of investments in infrastructure would be particularly vulnerable (p61).
Farms that are less productive/situated on less productive land are often High Nature Value
farmland, and as such qualify for financial assistance under the new CAP’s national agrienvironment scheme46. However, higher-input, more productive farms do appear to be quite
vulnerable to debt exposure, and this is discussed further below.

Tackling debt
There are three main factors to consider with regard to debt and, more generally, the provision of
finance:
• any pressure towards expansionism needs to be eased. In some circumstances, this could be
achieved - or at least helped along - through debt restructuring, zero interest or interest-free
loans, or debt-to-equity swaps. It can also be avoided at the offset by simply spending funds
rather than lending them out, wherever possible47.

This ties in with Keen’s proposal for a a debt jubilee mentioned above, and also with the IMMR’s proposals regarding
introducing money into the economy.
47
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• Consideration must be taken of the needs of both
debtors and creditors; any reduction or restructuring of
debt must not compromise the wellbeing of lower-income
savers (which can, for example, include pensioners). In
some cases it may be necessary to use mediation to help
to determine the fairest approach to achieving debt
reduction or reconstruction. If there is recourse to legal
action, restorative justice could be beneficial.
• place-based solutions should be privileged. In the
overall economy this means encouraging forms of banking
and investment that strengthen local economies and that
are mandated to act for the public good (rather than to
maximise profits). In the specific case of agriculture, this
also means aiming to preserve family farms to the greatest
extent possible within the context of the ecological
transition. If a farming family is unable to retain ownership
of their land, strong support should be given to
investment models that enables farmers to continue to have access to farmland on favourable
terms, and on keeping the land as farmland in perpetuity.
As mentioned above, the most reliable approach to resolving the overall private debt problem which I would consider a crisis - is through systemic-level measures at the Eurozone level.
However, since Ireland cannot bring that about unilaterally, other, State-level measures will be
necessary as well. Such measures will also be important in order to help prevent future debt crises
from arising.
There are a number of possible ways to address debt - at least temporarily - within Ireland. Their
use depends greatly on the specific nature of the debt in question. Any of these measures would
need to be implemented within the overall framework of the legally binding environmental
regulations which have been mentioned throughout this paper and are described in Appendix 148.

Debt restructuring in agriculture
One option that could help some farmers in the immediate term who are faced with the threat of
losing their house and farm is a Personal Insolvency Agreement (PIA). PIAs were originally
intended to help homeowners who were facing negative equity after the financial crash of 2008 to
restructure their mortgages. However, they can also be applied to farm property.
Gary Digney, the personal insolvency practitioner mentioned above who has experience in
helping farmers to negotiate PIAs, stated49 that the PIA process always includes a reevaluation of
the farm and generally includes a restructuring of debt, with repayments scheduled over a long
time period, sometimes several decades. In some cases, this requires farmers to continue to make
repayments into their eighties. However, this might be considered by them to be a price worth
paying, particularly since the farming family can then retain ownership of their home and land.
48

These are outlined in Appendix 1.
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However, PIAs have come under criticism. Susanne Rogers, a research and policy analyst with
Social Justice Ireland, has commented50
“there was a clear need to reform bankruptcy law in Ireland after the financial crash, as the law of
the time was very rigid. However, when PIAs were devised in response to this need, they were put
out to the private market, rather than being managed by the State. This means that PIAs need to
cover the costs of the PIPs. They can only work if the debtor has something to give. If you're
heavily indebted, but still earning a reasonable income or have assets that can be sold, then you
might qualify for a PIA. However, many people face unpayable debts because of changes in life
circumstances which affect their income, such as illness, separation or bereavement, or having to
undertake caring duties within the family, such as looking after child with special needs.'
She also commented that with the current property boom, many properties are now in positive
equity again, making it harder for property owners in financial difficulty to qualify for debt relief of
any kind. Again, there seems to be a clear need for EU-level intervention to deflate asset bubbles,
in addition to State-level measures to provide debt relief.
A case can be made that debt restructuring - regardless of the specific form it takes - should be
made contingent on the farm meeting certain environmental standards. It is not clear to me
whether explicit on-farm climate mitigation measures would be necessary in this context, because
if the supply-end environmental regulations described in Appendix 1 were introduced, then all
farms (just like all other businesses and households) would be automatically obliged to reduce
their fossil fuel inputs over time in any case - which in turn would encourage greater diversification
on farmland and lead to a decrease in emission-intensive farming practices.
However, biodiversity restoration - which, as mentioned above, is as vital as climate mitigation - is
inherently bespoke. Debt restructuring plans - which tend to be individually tailored in any case could potentially contain individually-tailored requirements concerning the restoration of natural
habitats on the land51. There would presumably need to be a team of ecologists ‘on call’ who
could provide specific place-based advice, and there would also need to be a way to enforce the
requirements. The sustainability framework used by ‘Terre de Liens’, described further down in this
paper, might be helpful in this context.
In the context of a swiftly-changing and volatile economy, increasingly erratic weather and the
need to reduce fossil-fuel-derived inputs, a change in economic circumstances might make it
more difficult for some farmers to continue to make debt repayments, even if these have been
restructured so as to make them more affordable.
This could perhaps be forestalled by a sustainability-focussed analysis of farm value during the
debt restructuring process, that takes into account the possible effects on the farm’s financial
value of the ecological transition. However, given the likelihood of increased instability in the
future, it seems advisable to also have a ‘Plan B’ on hand.
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My colleagues with expertise in biodiversity point out that is very important that such programmes support the
protection and restoration of existing high-biodiversity areas, as well as the introduction of new ones.
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Debt-for-equity swaps in agriculture: the potential of the ‘Terre de Liens’
model
In cases where it is impossible for farmers to retain ownership of their land, ways need to be found
to ensure that this land does not become a commodity for international ‘spatially blind’
investment funds, but rather remains farmland that can be worked by farming families or
partnerships. One approach that has been taken in France in recent years is the development of a
form of community farm trust called ‘Terre de Liens’52. Individuals can opt to put some of their
savings into Terre de Liens, and the funds are then used to buy farmland that comes on the
market (and Terre de Liens can also receive land through donations and bequests). There is a legal
requirement that any Terre de Liens land must remain farmland in perpetuity.
This farmland is then leased to farmers at a reasonable rent, under the condition that it must be
farmed sustainably (using agroecological methods). If they wish to, contributors of funds can
stipulate that they wish their funds to benefit a specific region of France, or even a specific farm.
At the time of writing, around 175 farms in France were owned by Terre de Liens.
As far as I am aware, there is no legal impediment to such a fund being introduced in Ireland,
though it would probably need to have a slightly different legal structure53. It could potentially be
established by the Irish State rather than as an independent fund (such as Terre de Liens),
although good governance, including transparency and strong accountability, would probably be
more important than the specifics of whether or not it is directly State-managed.

Improved financing in agriculture - and elsewhere in the economy
Terre de Liens is one example of what might be called values-based financing. There are many
other examples of this, some with long track records. As already mentioned above, ‘Community
Wealth Building’(CWB), which privileges spending in local economies by anchor institutions, can
be quite a powerful tool. In the UK, the adoption of CWB practices increased local retained spend
in the Lancashire region from 39% to 79.2% between 2012 and 2017. Seán McCabe has
suggested that climate action take on the role of an anchor institution for Community Wealth
Building in rural Ireland.
While these measures would provide a good direction of flow for local government and
institutional budgets, it is also important to establish ways for borrowers to directly secure credit
when they need it. The options for retail banking in Ireland are currently quite limited, but other
countries have had very positive experiences with different banking models54. Positive Money UK
published a report on banking reform in the UK in April 2022 which is worth quoting at length:
“In Germany, two-thirds of bank deposits are controlled by either cooperative or public savings
banks (the Sparkassen). These ‘stakeholder banks’ are mandated to serve the public interest rather
than simply to maximise returns, and are typically more focused on business lending than
52

‘Terre de liens’ is a little hard to translate. It means ‘earth (or ground) of links (or connections, or relationships)’.
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Terre de Liens roughly ‘translates’ into a combination of a non-profit organisation and a community investment fund.

Some of these - in particular German Sparkassen and mutual banking - were explored in a 2021 webinar organised by
Feasta and the Cork Environmental Forum.
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property lending (Prieg and Greenham, 2012). In contrast to UK banks, they typically devolve
decision-making to branches and seek to de-risk their loans by building up strong relationships
with the businesses they lend to rather than requiring property as collateral (Greenham and Prieg,
2015). There is now strong international evidence that stakeholder banks perform better than
shareholder banks on a wide range of measures: they lend proportionately more to the real
economy, maintain larger branch networks, produce more consistent and less volatile returns,
have safer business models with higher loan quality, and are less likely to fail or cut back lending
in times of crisis (Bülbül et al., 2013; Ferri et al., 2014; Ferri et al., 2015). There is also evidence
that the presence of a robust stakeholder banking sector improves wider economic outcomes
such as reducing regional inequality and enhancing resilience to economic shocks (Usai and
Vannini, 2005; Hakenes, et al., 2009; Berry, et al., 2015).”

Conclusion
This paper has explored the
potential effects of a number
of economic measures
which, it is argued, would
ease the pressure on the
overall Irish economy to
expand its productivity, by
h e l p i n g t o e n s u re t h a t
societal needs can be met in
conditions of zero growth or
economic contraction. It has
examined the possible
impact of such measures in
rural Ireland, including the
agricultural sector.

This paper has suggested that a combination of cross-sectoral economic measures could
enable the economy - including the agricultural sector - to achieve and maintain a healthy
state of ‘dynamic balance’, regardless of whether or not GDP is expanding in the aggregate

Section 1 argued that
changes in the welfare system,
including the introduction of a Universal Basic Income and strengthened social wage for all Irish
residents, could benefit the economies of rural areas and the agricultural sector by encouraging
some Irish urban dwellers, particularly young people, to settle in rural areas, with increased
options for getting involved in farming activity or other agricultural sector work, as well as
opportunities to directly support local markets.
Section 2 argued that reforms to State taxation policy could help to discourage speculation on
housing values - and ward off possible inflation from a UBI - while also reducing labour costs on
farms (and elsewhere) without compromising labour standards. This could provide some financial
relief for those farms which make use of hired labour (or would like to do so if they could, so as to
relieve work time pressure on farming family members). In addition, the section advocated for the
expansion of existing programmes to renovate and retrofit vacant housing in rural towns and
villages.
The section also included some discussion of the effects of climate change mitigation on the
transportation sector, and how careful coordination between the two sectors of transportation and
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agriculture could help to ensure that agriculture would benefit from the ecological transition,
becoming a ‘job-rich’ sector.
Section 3 examined the issue of debt, with a particular focus on housing and farming business
debt. It recommended the implementation of a systemic Eurozone-level debt relief programme,
along with State-based interventions to decrease the level of private debt in a way that respects
the needs of both debtors and savers.
If we are to achieve the objectives of the Paris agreement, protect biodiversity and curb the
breaching of other planetary boundaries, the measures that this paper described will need to be
underpinned by greatly strengthened environmental regulations, including (but not restricted to)
hard limits on the supply of certain resources, such as fossil fuels, and strengthened biodiversity
protection laws. They will also need the backing of a change in focus and vision in legal
governance, such as the EU Treaty documents.
The overall goal is to ensure that agriculture occupies a central place in a wellbeing-oriented
economy, which can thrive within planetary boundaries.

Appendix 1: Capping the fossil fuel supply
Given the absolute necessity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within a very short timeframe,
Feasta climate group members believe that a hard and diminishing cap on fossil fuel extraction and
imports should be imposed, and fossil fuel producers and importers should be obliged to buy a
limited amount of permits at auction. The number of permits available annually would diminish over
the next two and a half decades.
We are aware that directly capping the fossil fuel supply may be politically complicated for an EU
member state to implement on the national level. However, the Irish government can lobby strongly
for its implementation at the EU level. It could be brought about by expanding the existing EU
Emissions Trading Scheme and moving it upstream (to the point of import or extraction). Revenue
from the sale of permits for fossil fuel extraction and import would be distributed on a per-capita
basis among the participating states.
We also recommend including a bloc of Global South countries in such a programme, so as to form a
decarbonisation partnership which could then be further expanded, up to global level. If this
partnership was combined with a well-designed Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism55, it would
directly address the risk of carbon leakage by making it impossible for the markets of all participating
countries to be ‘flooded’ with high-emissions products.

The European Parliament’s Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development stated in January 2022 that ‘the scope
of the CBAM should be extended to agricultural products without undue delay, provided that this is done following a
comprehensive impact assessment and a broad cross-sectoral consultation, and is compatible with the Union tariff
system.‘
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More information about this approach can be found in Feasta’s two October 2020 submissions to the
European Commission: “Balancing with a Doughnut’ and ‘Feasta position paper on the EU’s Carbon
Border Adjustment Mechanism’.

Appendix 2: Potential beneficial side effects of climate change
mitigation and biodiversity regeneration
This is adapted from Feasta’s January 2022 submission to the Commission on Taxation and
Welfare.
The transition to a decarbonised, green economy, if well-managed, could generate many positive
side-effects which would bring about a substantial increase in overall societal wellbeing. Here are
a few examples:
• a reduction in fossil fuel combustion will improve air quality, which will significantly reduce
healthcare costs. Approximately one in five deaths worldwide are currently attributed to fossil fuel
air pollution
• an increase in active travel (walking and cycling) will also reduce healthcare costs, partly because
of the aforementioned improvements to air quality, but also because of increased physical fitness
and resilience, along with a decrease in serious road accidents. It will also improve community
liveability and overall quality of life by easing traffic congestion and making the streets safer for
children
• Improved biodiversity and (related) increased access to green spaces will have strongly positive
effects on mental and physical health
• Energy retrofitting of houses will make them more comfortable, improving overall quality of life,
and will reduce health problems associated with poor living conditions
• ’15-minute city’ urban development will create more liveable and convivial community spaces,
with easier access to goods and services
• environmental taxation can play a highly positive role in stimulating the development of the
circular economy. We would endorse the Environmental Pillar’s specific recommended policies
concerning the circular economy, which include: levying the ‘plastics own resource’ tax on
producers; taxing ‘virgin plastic’, introducing a levy on aggregates used in the construction
industry’ providing VAT relief for refurbished and repaired items; increasing the landfill tax rate
and introducing a levy on the incineration and exports of reusable and recyclable waste.
• a greater emphasis on locally-grown, fresh food will lead to a revitalisation of rural areas and a
rediversification of rural agriculture, as well as improvements in public health arising from
improvements in diet. Within urban areas, localised food systems have also been shown to yield
notable social benefits.
• if our recommendation to introduce a UBI along with a social wage is adopted, it is likely to
unleash an enormously valuable flood of innovation and creativity relating to the energy transition,
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which will have significant benefits for society as a whole. As Basic Income Ireland stated in a 2019
paper on the Just Transition, ‘many members of society are passionate about making the
necessary changes and are involved in projects and enterprises aimed at food security, community
energy, habitat restoration, waste elimination, improved mental health and wellbeing, among
other goals. Many such projects are currently precarious because the market does not reward
them at present, and those involved in them are either doing the work without pay, or trying to
make an income but struggling. Yet these and other enterprises will be central in a future
economy that is much more localised, with shorter supply chains and less reliance on
transportation. Giving such enterprises a boost via the UBl would have a highly stimulating effect
on local economies. Furthermore, a UBI would help to enable the arts to thrive. The arts are vital
both to overall societal wellbeing and to the generation of the kinds of fresh and creative ideas
that will be needed in the coming decades to bring about the energy transition56.

Appendix 3: Recommended future areas of research
• Analyse the effects on farmer income and food distribution of a minimum pricing system for
farm products
• Analyse the extent to which subsidies provided to farmers are eventually spent on inputs and
contractors rather than actually supporting farm incomes
• Conduct a survey of people aged 16-30 in Ireland to identify and explore reasons why they
might (or might not) be attracted to farming as a profession
• Conduct a survey of people aged 16-30 in Ireland to explore whether they would prefer to live
in urban or rural areas - including subcategories of these areas, such as living in a village or a
small rural town - and the factors that determine their preferences
• Generate a model combining the effects of the reformed CAP policies, public banking and
Community Wealth Building with the measures discussed in this paper

Appendix 4: The commons
The website of the International Association for the Study of the Commons has a useful definition
of the word ‘commons’:
‘The original meaning of the term ‘commons’ comes from the way communities managed land
that was held ‘in common’ in medieval Europe. Along with this shared land a clear set of rules was
developed by the community about how it was to be used. Over time, the term ‘commons’ has

Indeed, the close relationship between successful innovation in STEM fields and active involvement in the arts is quite
striking: one study found that ‘Nobel laureates in the sciences are seventeen times likelier than the average scientist to
be a painter, twelve times as likely to be a poet, and four times as likely to be a musician’’.
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taken on several meanings. Most generally, it can be used to refer to a broad set of resources,
natural and cultural, that are shared by many people.’
Economist Elinor Ostrom, who died in 2012, was probably the best-known researcher of commons
management around the world. She investigated commons of many types, some of which had
been in existence for centuries, and compiled a list of principles for managing them57. These
principles include the need for rules to fit local circumstances; an emphasis on participatory
decision-making; easy access to conflict resolution; and the importance of nesting commons
within larger networks. There is much synergy between commons management, the Aarhus
Convention’s requirements concerning public participation, and the Just Transition movement’s
emphasis on strong stakeholder engagement.
The IASC gives some examples of commons:
‘Traditional examples of commons include forests, fisheries, or groundwater resources, but
increasingly we see the term commons used for a broader set of domains, such as knowledge
commons, digital commons, urban commons, health commons, cultural commons, etc. The study
of governing shared resources is therefore not restricted to the original domain of natural
resources.’
Commons-based taxation, as one might expect, is taxation that is derived from the use of the
commons. It is a type of compensation that is charged when a commons is used to make a profit
without adding any value to it. Commons-based taxation overlaps in some respects with
environmental taxation, but can go beyond more obvious environmental domains. Two wellknown examples of it are land value tax and financial transactions tax.

Appendix 5: Research on reorienting the economy away from
GDP growth as a goal, and towards wellbeing
This is a burgeoning field, so the list below is almost certainly incomplete.
• The work of the global Wellbeing Economy Alliance (WEAll). WEAll’s goal is ‘to transform the
economic system into one that delivers social justice on a healthy planet’.
• The work of the Zoe Institute on Policy Pathways towards 1.5 Degree Lifestyles
• ’The UK’s Path to a Doughnut-Shaped Recovery’, Stratford B. And O’Neill DW, University of Leeds,
UK, 2021
• The work of the European Environmental Bureau’s Economic Transition working group, including
‘Towards a wellbeing economy that serves people and nature,’ EEB and Oxfam Germany, 2021
• The work of the Swiss Academic Society for Environmental Research and Ecology
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• Feasta’s work in these areas, including its Beyond GDP project and the Feasta climate group’s 2012
book Sharing for Survival. Feasta has also recently partnered with Social Justice Ireland, Cultivate,
the European Health Futures Forum and QUB School of Law to form a Wellbeing Economy Hub for
the island of Ireland, as part of WEAll (described above). Further information on the Hub, and our
mailing list subscription link, can be found at http://www.weall.org/ireland .
• Doughnut Economics by Kate Raworth, Random House, 2017
• The Economics of Arrival: Ideas for a Grown-Up Economy by Katherine Trebeck and Jeremy
Williams, Bristol University press, 2019
• The work of Peter Barnes, including his most recent book Ours: The Case for Universal Property,
Wiley, 2021
• Common Wealth Dividends: History and Theory by Brent Ranalli, Palgrave, 2021
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